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 Skidrow Records is pleased to announce its release of Jagged Alliance: Back in Action v1.13. Jagged Alliance: Back in Action
v1.13 is an updated version of the action game from developer Ascaron Entertainment. This enhanced version brings many new
features and fixes from previous patch releases for the game and also implements a lot of new features from Jagged Alliance 2
and 3. Major changes in version 1.13 include: - New: Game over screen. When the players loses or finds a needed computer for

3 turns in a row, the game is over and the player loses. - New: In-game tutorial. A nice tutorial with screenshots and text
explaining the features, etc. - New: Last Stand. When you're almost dead, you can take out your weapon and hide, reload, or do
nothing. - New: Offensive and defensive heals. You can heal friendly units in different ways. - New: Cooldown for special unit

abilities. When a special unit ability is used, it has a cooldown and when the unit is activated again, the cooldown is reset. - New:
New "Hold Fire" and "Fire Low" states for the Webley revolver, the Luger pistol, and the Minimi rifle. - New: Possibility to
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upgrade the pistol "Stinger". After shooting the enemy, the gun gets an upgrade. - New: Possibility to upgrade the shotgun
"Double 0". After shooting the enemy, the gun gets an upgrade. - New: Possibility to upgrade the RPG-7 "Liberator". After

shooting the enemy, the gun gets an upgrade. - New: Possibility to upgrade the Mortar "Long". After shooting the enemy, the
gun gets an upgrade. - New: Possibility to upgrade the APC "Motorized". After shooting the enemy, the gun gets an upgrade. -
New: Possibility to upgrade the Scoped Rifle "Scout". After shooting the enemy, the gun gets an upgrade. - New: Possibility to
upgrade the Mortar "Big". After shooting the enemy, the gun gets an upgrade. - New: Possibility to upgrade the Scoped Rifle

"Scout". After shooting the enemy, the gun gets an 82157476af
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